
V28/85 
Dear Henry, 

Fenn Sones Jr., Midlothian, Texas, can or could supply mass version of the Wonder film for about 410. Send him with it a copy of the story emphasising your youth and do not mention my-  name. Be thinks I'm a CIA agent of some kind because I have opposed some of the utterly irrational things he and others have dons. Re is a fine human being who has just gone bananas on this, not uncommon. His work is not dependable and often is irrational. If he does not have the Mahe should be able to tell you how to get it. Just tell him you heard he has copies and you would like to buy one. Be used to have both Nixc awiituchmore and if I'm not mistaken, had them all on one reel. 
My own copy is not suitable for copying. Generally speaking I am willing to take time to be of help to others. Right now my ability will depend with's. I'm trying to finish up a book, I have an enormous amount of overhead work, like answering letters and mail4Ag:  books, and I'm tied up in two court appeals. So all I can do is express awillingness. Ion may pick a time when it is impossible. So, call firsts 301/473-8186. While I'm writing let me tell you how to get here. It depends on where you start, generally lilt 16 of the Beltway is beet. If you are in South Baltimore take the Beltway to it. If you are vest of the Beltway, take US 40 West. Mayan become one. 
If you start at &Lit 16 you'll came into MS 170. It will merege into 40. The numbers change but when it remains 40 before Frederick, thereafter stay off of the new beginning of 170 at Frederick. 40 Jaime HSI% at Frederick and leave it at Exit 6W. Before you get to this exit you'll see a 	inn. Ion go to it and at it tura right on Baughmsaia inns for about 1/2 mile. There at a 4-wey atop turn left onto Shooketoen Road for about 2 milea.After you start going up the mountain, the first road on the right is Old Recnpmnrikod. Tura right on it for about .3 miles and we are in a pePdh of woods there. On Old Reoeiver there ism pooral.emx*nd fork. Stay to the left at it. letell begin a short steep downhill S curve right after the fork. The patch of woods on the right after that is ours. When you are down in the flat after this curve you'll see a large mailbox with a white Washington Yost box on the top. About 2 carlengthe past that, on the right, is our lane. Drive in. 

Best regards, 



July 23, 1()75 Henry J. Wegrocki 
323 Folcroft Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21224 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 3 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg.: 

Thank you for the books (Whitewash II, III, and - IV  ) and 
your effort to have them delivered promptly; which they 
were.. They are very interesting. I am not quite finished 
all of them as of yet because I want to digest every bit 
of information contained in them.. I plan to purchase 
Vlhitewash I sometime in the near future, however, as of 
now I am not in a positiOn to buy it because of certain 
financial problems; school and the sort. 

. 
I have a quebtion which you may chase not to answer for 
obvious reasons. I can understand your reason for not 
answering it if you do not, so no explanation is needed. 
Do you possess the Zapruder film? If so, is there any 
possible way that I might aqUire a copy from you? If 
this question is out of line I apologize, however, you 
seem to be my last chance in obtaining this film. I 
hnowof no one else who might have the Zapruder film. 
You know of.the importance of this film so you can see 
my reason for wanting .it. I understand that the cost 
would be high but I'm sure that in time I would be able 
to meet that cost. 

One other thing. IS it possible that in the future, 
a:Iteacher from McDonogh School,(who I took to the Archives 
on one of my visits there, and who is likewise interested 
in the Kennedy assassination), and myself might be able 
to arrange a visit with you at your convenience. I am 
as anxious to meetyyou as he is. Thank you very much 
for your time. 

Sincerely, 

agfrvi>7 -1414.41  

Henry J. Wegroal 

A.G. 


